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Cirrus Logic is taking the haptic technology it developed for smartphones
and moving it into the automotive sector. It has developed the
CS40L25B-DNZ boosted haptic driver to let vehicle display makers
develop customised experiences to replace mechanical buttons.
They can help create context-aware virtual buttons for almost any

surface. By eliminating mechanical buttons, product designers can create
cleaner, sleeker design aesthetics with no button bumps.
The device has AEC-Q100 qualification in a 32-pin QFN package with

wettable flanks for infotainment applications such as touch buttons and
touch screens. This is sampling now.
It integrates a haptic driver, digital signal processor and a boost

converter. The devices are resonance-aware, and drive linear resonant
actuators and voice coil motors. Closed loop algorithms increase actuator
effectiveness and enable strong and consistent haptics with a crisper, less
buzzy effect.

Smartphone haptics move into cars

vehicle-electronics.biz @velectronicsmag

Ultrasoc and Canis Auto-
motive Labs are tackling
cyber-security vulnerabil-
ities in the Can bus, com-
monly used to connect
in-vehicle systems such
as brakes, steering, en-
gine, airbags, door locks
and headlights.

The partnership aims to
produce hardware intru-
sion detection and mitiga-
tion techniques for
common exploits on the
Can bus. These include
automatic hardware anti-
spoofing; defence against
bit-level attacks such as
the bus-off attack and bit-
glitching; and resisting
denial of service attacks.

The collaboration cen-
tres on the deployment of
Canis Labs’ Can-HG
technology, a compatible
augmentation of the stan-
dard Can bus protocol
that includes bus guardian
security features, and can
carry payloads twelve
times larger than standard
Can frames.

When combined with
Ultrasoc’s semiconductor
IP for detection and miti-
gation of cyber threats,
Can-HG lets designers se-
cure their Can bus de-
signs at the hardware
level.

The cyber-security ca-
pabilities enabled by the
collaboration employ fast
bits within the Can-HG
augmented part of a Can
frame to add security in-
formation to Can frames.

Ultrasoc and Canis partner to secure Can bus
This can be used by Ultr-
asoc’s protocol-aware
monitoring hardware to
identify and block suspi-
cious or unauthorised
traffic traveling over Can.

“Up to now the indus-
try has been forced to use
sticking plaster to defend
Can interconnect, relying

on software techniques or
perimeter security,” said
Aileen Ryan, Ultrasoc
CSO. “Incorporating
Can-HG technology into
Ultrasoc’s products al-
lows us to secure the ve-
hicle from the inside out,
within the underlying
electronic hardware.”

Ken Tindell, Canis
Labs’ CTO, added: “The
most effective way to
protect a Can bus from at-
tacks is to deploy a hard-
ware security device or,
better still, use semicon-
ductor IP to incorporate
hardware protections into
the underlying system.”

Nearly every new car will
have built-in connectivity
by 2030, according to a
report by Samsung sub-
sidiary Harman.

The report, produced
with the Experience Per
Mile Advisory Council
and research firm SBD
Automotive, predicts that
built-in vehicle connec-
tivity will grow sharply
from 48% of all new
global automobiles today
to nearly 96% by 2030.

Similarly, by 2030, 79%
of vehicles shipped
around the world will
have level-two autonomy
or higher. This is up from
45% today.

As consumer values
such as the sharing econ-

omy and sustainability
continue to take hold, the
report estimates that 26%
of mobility profits will be
derived from new sources
such as on-demand mo-
bility, up from just 1%
today, while 24% of all
new cars sold by 2030
will be electric, compared
with 3% today.

“Consumers are at the
heart of the mobility ex-
perience, and, as techno-
logical advancements
continue to disrupt the
market, no one company
can possibly deliver on
these experiences,” said
Jeffrey Hannah, director
at SBD Automotive.
“And it won’t happen all
at once. Through open

Car connectivity to hit
96% within a decade

collaboration and true
partnerships, the automo-
tive industry can prepare
for the next decade of
mobility transformation
and, ultimately, create a
more connected world.”

As the world becomes
more connected, cars are
shifting from being con-
nected to being consumer
experiences. Consumer
expectations are changing
from demanding just
smart technologies to re-
quiring integrated and
meaningful connectivity.

But while most con-
sumers report they are re-
lying on technology more
today than they did just a
few years ago, nearly
40% feel this abundance
of connectivity is becom-
ing too complicated.

Today, the automotive
ecosystem needs to de-
liver not just more tech-
nology, but smart,
holistic, connected expe-
riences that reinforce us-
ability and drive mass
adoption, says the report.Case to answer: Key points from the report
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Independent open source
company Suse is working
with Elektrobit to create a
Linux-based operating
system for EVs.

They aim to ensure
safety, security and relia-
bility through ongoing in-
vestment and support of
the open source commu-
nity with a Linux and
container for the automo-
tive edge.

“Mobility as we know it
is about to change for-
ever,” said Melissa Di
Donato, Suse CEO. “As
the speed of innovation
increases across the auto-
motive industry, vehicles

are now as much software
as chassis and engines.”

By combining the auto-
motive experience of
Elektrobit with the IT in-
frastructure experience of
Suse, the companies hope
to create a Linux-based
operating system for fu-
ture intelligent vehicles
that fulfils requirements
around openness and
transparency, seamless
updates over the air, all
through an open source
community.

Software-defined vehi-
cles bring new experi-
ences to manufacturers
and drivers. No longer

will car owners need to sit
at the auto shop to replace
outdated firmware. Main-
tenance and features will
be delivered not through
an appointment with a
dealer, but automatically
over the air.

“Autonomous driving
means software-driven
cars and Linux will be at
the heart of ensuring the
performance, safety and
security of that software,”
said Di Donato. “But
even the best, most rigor-
ously tested software
needs to be maintained.
Bugs need to be fixed.
Security gaps that are dis-

covered years after initial
deployment have to be
patched and permanently
closed. Without the ongo-
ing care and support of
the Linux and open
source communities, it
would be impossible to
deliver our long-term
promise of safety, secu-
rity and reliability.”

Alexander Kocher,
managing director at
Elektrobit, added: “We
have confidence that to-
gether we will transform
how cars are powered,
not a few years down the
line, but in the next gen-
eration of automobiles.”

Elektrobit and Suse to create Linux OS for EVs

The Universities of Ap-
plied Sciences of Ulm
and Heilbronn along with
industrial partners have
created Salus, a mix of
radar, optical cameras and
infra-red sensors plus
neural networks. The ma-
chine-learning-system is
designed to differentiate
between pedestrians, cars,
bicyclists, motorbikes,
deer, foxes and wild boar,
predicting the behaviour
of these objects.

The system then sends
warnings to car drivers
and other road users to
prevent accidents.

“The aim of our project
is to have small installa-
tions by the roadside that
detect hazards and com-
municate this to vehicles
as they approach,” said
Hubert Mantz from the
Ulm University of Ap-
plied Sciences. “For road
users without in-car
warning displays, road
lights could be turned on
to highlight the area of
the hazard and/or warning
notices illuminated. Proj-
ect Salus detects and
warns of the harder-to-see
hazards and should sig-
nificantly improve road
safety.”

The data of the micro-
Doppler radar are gath-
ered by a Spectrum

Intelligent road
radar detects
wild animals

Instrumentation PCIe
digitiser card.

The technical demon-
strator system will be able
to measure simultaneous
data from three sources –
radar, optical camera and
infra-red camera. Addi-
tional sensors could be in-
tegrated, for example, to
measure pollution levels.
The project envisages
wide deployment of these
self-contained units as
posts beside roads across
Germany, which means
they must be inexpensive
and solar powered.

This is particularly im-
portant for rural areas
where mains electricity is
not readily available and
the need for such a warn-
ing system is greatest as
street lighting is scarce.

This also means that the
communication system
between units to form an
intelligent transport infra-
structure must be low
power so LoRaWan is
used as it can reach up to
40km in rural areas. This
standard is characterised
by its low energy con-
sumption, and is based on
unlicensed frequency
bands and therefore avail-
able at low cost.

“We are using neural
networks to develop the
machine learning that en-
ables the system to differ-

entiate between bicy-
clists, cars or deer,” said
Mantz. “This takes it far
beyond pure motion de-
tection. We are at the crit-
ical part of the project,
which is the classification
of detected objects, which
has never been done be-
fore. With this, the system
will be able to predict the
movements of objects,
which adds incredibly
useful, real-time intelli-
gence to the system en-
abling it to foresee how a
hazardous situation could
develop.”

AI helps Salus identify animals on the road

Exida has recertified that
Vector’s Microsar Safe
Autosar basic software
meets the requirements of
ISO 26262 up to Asil D.

Three years ago, Micro-
sar Safe with 29 modules
was certified for the first
time. The latest assess-
ment confirms compli-
ance with Asil D for 19
additional modules.

In the assessment, mod-
ules from various do-

mains of the basic soft-
ware were evaluated and
their freedom from inter-
ference was assessed.
These include the Autosar
4.3 crypto stack, time
synchronisation modules,
transformers for signal-
based and service-ori-
ented communication,
end-to-end protection of
communication, and lean
hypervisor for the safe
start-up of multiple oper-

ating systems.
In addition, the operat-

ing system itself and the
basic software modules
for Can, Lin and Flexray
communications as well
as the system control and
memory management
were evaluated.

The software is avail-
able for all microcon-
trollers commonly used in
the automotive environ-
ment.

Exida certifies Vector Autosar package
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ICatch Technology has
selected VeriSilicon’s
VIP9000 NPU and ZSP-
Nano DSP IP for its AI
image processing SoC
with embedded neural
network accelerators for
applications including au-
tomotive electronics.

The VIP9000 is a scala-
ble and programmable
processor IP for computer
vision and artificial intel-
ligence applications. It
supports popular deep
learning frameworks such
as TensorFlow, Pytorch,
TensorFlow Lite, Caffe,
Caffe 2, DarkNet, Onnx,
NNEF and Keras, as well

as Open CL and Open
VX APIs.

Neural network optimi-
sation techniques such as
quantisation, pruning and
model compression are
supported natively. AI ap-
plications can be ported
to VIP9000 through of-
fline conversion by the
Vivante Acuity SDK, or
through run-time inter-
pretation with Android
NN, NN API or Arm NN.

The ZSPNano DSP pro-
vides programmability,
power efficiency with a
robust and mature SDK,
enabling iCatch to extend
audio and voice software

smoothly including
acoustic echo cancela-
tion, noise suppression
and beam forming.

“By incorporating Veri-
Silicon key IP capabili-
ties, our V37, the latest
generation AI-powered
image processing SoC for
4K video, can empower
the edge computing capa-
bility right on the cam-
era,” said Weber Hsu,
president of iCatch Tech-
nology. “Together with
the embedded iCatch’s
high quality image signal
processing engine and
proprietary CV accelera-
tor engine, we can drive

the VeriSilicon NPU en-
gine to the best tops/W
performance. As a result,
our AI-powered image
processing SoCs not only
can record high-quality
video, but also perform
advanced image analytics
to bring intelligence to
the camera devices.”

Weijin Dai, executive
vice president at VeriSili-
con, added: “Edge AI
computing has been ap-
plied in a wide range of
market segments includ-
ing consumer, industrial
and automotive devices,
especially in computer
vision applications.”

ICatch picks VeriSilicon for AI image processing

Intel has acquired
Moovit, a mobility-as-a-
service (MaaS) company,
for $900m. Moovit is
known for its urban
mobility application that
offers travellers multi-
modal trip planning by
combining public trans-
portation, bicycle and
scooter services, ride-
hailing, and car-sharing.

The addition of Moovit
brings Intel’s subsidiary
Mobileye closer to
achieving its plan to be-
come a complete mobility
provider, including robo-
taxi services, which is
forecast to be an esti-
mated $160bn market by
2030.

“Intel’s purpose is to
create world-changing
technology that enriches
the lives of every person
on Earth, and our Mobil-
eye team delivers on that
purpose every day,” said
Bob Swan, Intel CEO.
“Mobileye’s adas tech-
nology is already improv-
ing the safety of millions
of cars on the road, and
Moovit accelerates their
ability to truly revolu-
tionise transportation –
reducing congestion and
saving lives – as a full-
stack mobility provider.”

Moovit has established
itself in the MaaS space
with more than 800 mil-
lion users and services in
3100 cities across 102

Intel acquires
Moovit for $900m

countries. Upon close,
Moovit will join the Mo-
bileye business while re-
taining its brand and
existing partnerships.

“Moovit’s massive
global user base, propri-
etary transportation data,
global editors commu-
nity, strong partnerships
with key transit and mo-
bility ecosystem partners,
and highly skilled team is
what makes them a great
investment,” said Amnon
Shashua, chief executive
officer of Mobileye.

Moovit was founded in
2012 and is based in Tel
Aviv, Israel, with approx-
imately 200 employees.
Moovit combines infor-
mation from public transit

operators and authorities
with live information
from the user community
to offer travellers a real-
time picture of the best
route for their journey. In
the past 24 months,
Moovit has achieved a
seven-times increase in
users.

“Combining the daily

mobility habits and needs
of millions of Moovit
users with the state-of-
the-art, safe, affordable
and eco-friendly trans-
portation enabled by self-
driving vehicles, we will
be able to make cities bet-
ter places to live in,” said
Nir Erez, Moovit co-
founder and CEO.

Moovit app shows public transit and navigation

Hyundai Mobis has de-
veloped a way to generate
an artificial engine sound
using the grille cover of
an electric vehicle.

Unlike internal com-
bustion engine vehicles
that have holes in the
front grille to let the air
flow in, the front of an
EV is completely
blocked. Hyundai used
the cover itself as a com-
ponent of the speakers.

“Hyundai Mobis suc-
ceeded in reducing the
weight by two-thirds and
the size by half,” said
Kim Tae-woo, head of the

IVI product design team
at Hyundai Mobis. “We
simplified the structure
and lowered the price by
reducing the number of
components by more than
half, and eliminated the
bracket or housing, which
fastens different devices,
to easily secure space.”

Hyundai also added
such functions such as the
turn signal sound and
charging status alarm.
Also, it can be used as
speakers for playing
music during outdoor ac-
tivities, such as camping.

The idea is to produce a

sound outside the vehicle
so pedestrians can hear it.

A speaker consists of an
actuator, which generates
sound, and a diaphragm,
which propagates the
sound to the outside.
Hyundai separated the ac-
tuator, attached it to the
grille cover and used the
grille cover as the di-
aphragm of the speakers.
There is no acoustic pres-
sure loss.

In hybrids that have an
engine and electric motor,
the actuator can be on the
back of the front bumper
for the same effect.

Hyundai uses EV grille to generate engine sound
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Continental and Pioneer
are integrating their info-
tainment technologies for
the Asian market.

Continental is integrat-
ing Pioneer’s entire info-
tainment subdomain into
its high performance
computer (HPC) for vehi-
cle cockpits.

The integration of such
extensive software into a
complex overall cockpit
HPC is said to provide
vehicle manufacturers
with more flexibility. This
can be crucial to meet the
trend towards centralised
vehicle architecture as
well as increasing soft-
ware complexity along
with the rapidly growing
range of functions in the
cockpit.

This will require in-
creasing collaboration be-
tween several partners.
Continental and Pioneer
have demonstrated how
flexible and comprehen-
sive such collaboration
models can appear in cen-
tral cockpit systems with
the integration of the en-
tire infotainment domain
into a holistic system.

“The user experience
plays an increasingly im-
portant role in the percep-
tion of vehicles,” said
Frank Rabe, head of the
HMI business unit at
Continental. “In particu-
lar, operating safety,

Continental and Pioneer mix
infotainment technologies

pleasant design and high
functionality are of para-
mount importance. Our
cockpit HPC completely
satisfies these require-
ments, including seam-
less integration of entire
subdomains from a differ-
ent source.”

Japanese firm Pioneer is
a specialist in the car en-
tertainment sector.

“Continental has great
expertise for instrument
clusters and vehicle
safety systems, which
complements our strong
car entertainment expert-
ise gained through more
than forty years of world-
wide marketing experi-
ence in both OEM and
aftermarket,” said Naoto
Takashima, head of mo-
bility products at Pioneer.
“They are both essential
ingredients for a new
level of human-machine

interface that enables safe
and intuitive operation for
increasingly high func-
tionality.”

Up till now, the HMI in
the vehicle was essen-
tially made up of two sep-
arate areas implemented
on two displays: the
driver information in the
instrument cluster and the
centre stack display,
which is for the driver
and front passenger. The
infotainment aspect was
concentrated on the cen-
tre stack display.

This architecture is no
longer ideal due to the in-
creasing interconnectivity
of information, services
and functions. Instead,
the cross-domain cockpit
HPC has all displays and
operating elements in the
vehicle merging into a
holistic user interface.

This means content can

be shown regardless of
display limits and be indi-
vidually arranged by the
user. It is therefore en-
sured, in potentially criti-
cal situations, that only
the information that is re-
ally needed at the respec-
tive moment is displayed
as a priority. This pre-
vents the driver from re-
ceiving too much
information or being dis-
tracted.

On the other hand, the
driver is also provided
with all the services and
apps in automated driving
mode that can otherwise
only be found on the front
passenger’s side. The
electronic architecture
separates different sys-
tems and operating sys-
tems on a single piece of
hardware that can be up-
dated or amended on an
on-going basis.

Continental and Pioneer vision of in-car displays

Via Technologies has re-
ceived AWS IoT Green-
grass certification for the
its Mobile 360 M820 in-
vehicle safety system.

Greengrass seamlessly
extends AWS services to
edge devices and lets the
systems act in real time
using locally generated
data when an internet net-
work connection is not
available, key for vehi-
cles on the road.

“Greengrass IoT certifi-
cation underlines our
commitment to providing
an optimised deployment
path for operators to en-
able AWS services across
their vehicle fleets,” said
Richard Brown, Via VP.

The M820 is a rugged,
fanless in-vehicle safety
system that supports
driver assistance, driver
monitoring and situa-
tional awareness features,
including blind spot de-
tection, front collision
warning, lane departure
warning and surround
view video.

Features include nine
Fakra camera connectors,
Gigabit Ethernet, support
for 4G LTE wireless con-
nectivity, wifi, GPS and
GNSS, wide operating
temperature range, and 9
to 36V voltage input with
IGN support.

AWS certifies Via

Via Mobile 360 M820

Said to be the first production car in the world to be equipped with 5G
technology, the Human Horizons HiPhi 1 is expected to be a blueprint for
future connected vehicles.
Human Horizons and China Telecom will work together to carry out

5G technology research and implementation in the areas of smart cars,
smart transportation and smart cities.
HiPhi 1 uses what it calls human oriented architecture, which is self-

adaptive and learning to enhance the user experience. Its neural network
consists of four super brain domain controllers and six MPUs, connected
by 1G Ethernet providing a higher communication rate than traditional
Can. The vehicle can analyse massive amounts of information and make
decisions, using cloud computing with a data analysis engine.
The car has more than 500 sensors and a 5G-V2X enabled

communication network.
Final production is expected to start by the end of this year, with

official deliveries in 2021.

5G blueprint for connected cars

Automotive software
company Renovo has se-
lected Parasoft’s C/C++
test and automotive com-
pliance pack to aid the
safe development, de-
ployment and operation
of adas fleets at scale.

“Parasoft leads the soft-
ware testing tools indus-
try with the best support
for Autosar, Cert, CWE,
ISO 26262 and Misra,”
said Jason Stinson, CTO
at Renovo. “Parasoft of-

fers support for these
rules in ready-to-use test
configurations with dedi-
cated compliance report-
ing, which automatically
generates the required
documentation and sig-
nificantly reduces the
manual overhead of com-
pliance activities, en-
abling automotive teams
to achieve compliance
faster and at lower cost.”

With Parasoft, Renovo
can reduce time to market

by achieving compliance
through detecting bad
coding practices, vulner-
abilities, intrusions and
memory problems early
in the software develop-
ment lifecycle.

“Renovo is leading and
enabling the future of
adas at scale through its
innovative and impres-
sive technology plat-
forms,” said David
Hauck, director of em-
bedded sales at Parasoft.

Renovo picks Parasoft for adas development
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Green Hills Software can
offer Excelfore’s in-vehi-
cle network stacks inte-
grated and optimised with
its Integrity real-time op-
erating system and em-
bedded TCP/IP v4 and v6
networking stack.

Together, these provide
foundational security,
safety, performance and
protocol support for vehi-
cle gateway electronics
systems.

The Excelfore protocol
stacks include support for
Ethernet AVB and TSN
talker and listener, DoIP,
Some IP, RTP and RTCP
including IEEE 1733, and
gPTP slave and bridging.

“Robust networking is a
fundamental requirement
for next-generation vehi-
cle gateway designs, en-
abling the advanced
features of the connected
car,” said Dan Mender,
vice president at Green
Hills Software. “The
combination of our In-
tegrity rtos integrated
with Excelfore network
protocol stacks delivers
the safe, secure, high per-

formance user experience
that is essential in today’s
advanced network-en-
abled vehicles and has
been successfully de-
ployed in numerous auto-
motive OEMs’ platforms
to-date.”

Excelfore’s stacks bring
time-sensitive networking
to Ethernet and provide a
robust set for TCP/IP to
reach edge devices
throughout the connected
vehicle.

“Millions of vehicles
now contain software cre-
ated with Green Hills
Platforms for Automo-
tive,” said Shrikant
Acharya, CTO at Ex-
celfore. “Green Hills
Software is valued by
customers for delivering
failsafe, stable, high-per-
formance security. The
Excelfore protocol stacks
align very well with those
qualities and help Green
Hills Software deliver re-
liable, high throughput
networking that is essen-
tial for enabling a best-in-
class connected car
application experience.”

Excelfore protocol stacks for use with Integrity

Green Hills integrates
Excelfore protocol stacks

Luminar is to provide
lidar and perception tech-
nology for Volvo cars.

The partnership aims to
deliver Volvo’s first fully
self-driving technology
for highways and paves
the way for future active
safety developments.

Volvo’s Spa 2 modular
vehicle architecture will
be available as hardware-
ready for autonomous
drive from production
start in 2022, with the Lu-
minar lidar seamlessly in-
tegrated into the roof.

Cars based on Spa 2
will be updated with soft-
ware over the air and
drivers can opt for the
Highway Pilot feature
that enables fully au-
tonomous highway driv-
ing; this will be activated
once it is verified to be
safe for locations and
conditions.

“Autonomous drive has
the potential to be one of
the most lifesaving tech-

nologies in history, if in-
troduced responsibly and
safely,” said Henrik
Green, chief technology
officer at Volvo Cars.
“Providing our future cars
with the vision they re-
quire to make safe deci-
sions is an important step
in that direction.”

Volvo and Luminar are
also exploring lidar’s role
in improving future adas,
with the potential for
equipping all future Spa
2-based cars with a lidar
sensor as standard.

The lidar sensors emit
millions of pulses of laser
light to detect where ob-
jects are accurately by
scanning the environment
in 3D, creating a tempo-
rary, real-time map with-
out requiring internet
connectivity.

Lidar is key in creating
cars that can navigate
safely in autonomous
mode, providing the vis-
ion and perception that

cameras and radar alone
cannot provide.

To enable Highway
Pilot, Luminar’s percep-
tion technology will be
combined with au-
tonomous drive software
and the cameras, radars
and back-up systems for
functions such as steer-
ing, braking and battery
power installed on forth-
coming Volvo cars
equipped for self-driving.

“Soon, your Volvo will
be able to drive au-
tonomously on highways
when the car determines
it is safe to do so,” said
Green. “At that point,
your Volvo takes respon-
sibility for the driving and
you can relax, take your
eyes off the road and your
hands off the wheel. Over
time, updates over the air
will expand the areas in
which the car can drive it-
self. For us, a safe intro-
duction of autonomy is a
gradual introduction.”

Volvo has also signed
an agreement that may
see it increase its minority
stake in Silicon Valley-
based Luminar.

This deal represents Lu-
minar’s first delivery of
its technology into series
production.

“Volvo is recognised as
the pioneer of automotive
safety, having driven
standardisation across the
industry for the most ad-
vanced life-saving tech-
nologies,” said Austin
Russell, founder and
CEO of Luminar. “The
next era of safety lies
within autonomous driv-
ing and, once again,
Volvo has taken the lead
with a major industry
milestone. We’ve solved
the key cost, performance
and auto-grade challenges
to make series production
possible, and alongside
Volvo are making the
technology available to
the world.”

Luminar provides lidar for Volvo

Austin Russell (left) and Henrik Green

TSMC has announced
what it claims is the
world’s first 7nm automo-
tive design enablement
platform (ADEP), accel-
erating time to design for
AI inferencing engines,
adas and autonomous
driving applications.

With its 7nm technolo-
gies in volume production
since 2018, TSMC pos-
sesses yield learning and
quality assurance experi-
ence to deliver on the in-
creasing demand for
processes for high com-
putation needs for auto-
motive applications that
meet durability and relia-
bility requirements.

The ADEP is certified
to ISO 26262 and consists
of standard cell, GPIO
and sram foundation IP
that has passed AEC-
Q100 grade one.

Process design kits and
support from third-party
vendor IPs are available.

“Automotive applica-
tions have always de-

manded the highest level
of quality,” said Cliff
Hou, senior VP at TSMC.
“With the advent of adas
and autonomous driving,
powerful and efficient
computing is now also re-
quired to enable AI infer-
encing engines to
perceive the road and un-
derstand traffic to help
drivers make split-second
decisions.

“TSMC is uniquely po-
sitioned with our 7nm
experience and compre-
hensive design ecosystem
to unleash our customers’
innovations and achieve
first-time silicon success
while meeting the rigor-
ous demands of bringing
safer and smarter vehicles
to market.”

TSMC fabs are certified
with IATF 16949 for au-
tomotive product manu-
facturing. It also provides
an automotive service
package for wafer manu-
facturing, with a built-in
zero defect mindset.

TSMC unveils 7nm
design platform

TSMC has 7nm design enablement platform
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Sixteen research institu-
tions, medium-sized en-
terprises and major
players have released the
results of their three-year
5G NetMobil research
project into 5G or wifi for
connected vehicles.

The projects, led by
Bosch and Technische
Universität Dresden,
looked at the data link
provided by 5G or wifi-
based alternatives such as
ITS-G5 for connected ve-
hicles that can communi-
cate with roadside
infrastructure in real time.

The German Ministry
of Education & Research
funded this project with
€9.5m.

“With the 5G NetMobil
project, we have achieved
decisive milestones on
the road to fully con-
nected driving and are
demonstrating how mod-
ern communication tech-
nologies can make our
road traffic safer, more ef-
ficient and more econom-
ical, all at the same time,”
said parliamentary state
secretary Thomas Rachel.

The groundwork in net-
works, security and com-
munication protocols
underpins efforts to stan-
dardise specifications, de-
velop business models
and ramp up the partners’
first production runs.

Project looks at 5G and
wifi for connected vehicles

Also involved in the
project are Acticom,
BMW, Claas, Deutsche
Telekom, Dresden Elek-
tronik Ingenieurtechnik,
Ericsson, Fraunhofer
Heinrich-Hertz-Institut,
Heusch Boesefeldt,
Hochschule für Technik
& Wirtschaft des Saarlan-
des, Logic Way, Nokia,
Technische Universität
Kaiserslautern, Vodafone
and Volkswagen.

The partners are devel-
oping tools such as a
crossing assistant to pro-
tect pedestrians and
cyclists at blind intersec-
tions.

A camera installed in
the roadside infrastruc-
ture detects pedestrians
and warns vehicles within
just a few milliseconds to
prevent critical situations,
for instance when a car
turns into a side street.

Another item on the re-
search agenda is platoon-

ing. In the future, com-
mercial vehicles will be
able to join up in convoy-
like platoons where syn-
chronised acceleration,
braking and steering en-
able lorries to operate at
very close ranks thanks to
V2V communications.
This reduces fuel con-
sumption and boosts
safety on motorways.

“The work of the re-
search project is relevant
to a wide range of appli-
cations,” said Frank Hof-
mann from Robert Bosch.
“This not only benefits
project partners from in-
dustry and research, but
especially road users. The
insights gained in this
project are now flowing
into the global standardis-
ation of communications
infrastructure. They are
cornerstones for partner
companies’ further devel-
opment efforts.”

The partners developed

an agile quality-of-
service concept to detect
changes in the provided
network quality and alert
the connected driving
functions accordingly.
This way, the distance be-
tween vehicles in a pla-
tooned convoy can be
increased automatically
when network quality de-
creases.

Another focal point of
this research was to break
the main cellular network
down into discrete virtual
networks (slicing). A sep-
arate subnet is now re-
served for safety-critical
functions such as alerting
drivers to pedestrians at
an intersection. This en-
sures data communica-
tion for these functions is
always enabled.

Another discrete virtual
network handles data
transmissions to stream
videos and update the
road map. Its operations
can be temporarily sus-
pended when the data rate
dips.

This project has also
made contributions to hy-
brid communications
where the more stable
connection – either the
cellular network or a wifi
alternative – is used to
prevent the data link from
dropping out while the
vehicle is on the move.

Research project advances direct V2V and
vehicle-to-infrastructure communications
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BALANCED APPROACH

Cosimo Carriero shows how
a battery stack monitor can
increase the performance of
Li-ion batteries in hybrid and
electric vehicles
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Lithium-ion (Li-ion)
batteries are a popular way
to store energy in electric

and hybrid vehicles. These
batteries offer the highest energy
density of any current battery
technology, but to increase
performance, a battery monitoring
system (BMS) is mandatory.

A state-of-the-art BMS not only
allows users to extract the highest
quantity of charge from the
battery pack, but also manage the
charge and discharge cycles in a
safer way, which results in an
extended life.

An energy storage unit has to
provide high capacity and the
ability to release the energy in a
controlled manner. Storage and
release of energy, if not properly
controlled, can result in a
catastrophic failure of the battery
and ultimately fire.

Batteries can fail for several
reasons, most of them related to
inappropriate use. Failure can

come from mechanical stress or
damage, electrical overstress in
the forms of deep discharge,
overcharging, overcurrent and
thermal overstress. To reach the
highest levels of efficiency and
safety, a BMS is required.

The main function of the BMS
is to keep any single cell of the
battery pack inside its safe
operating area by monitoring the
following physical quantities:
stack charge and discharge
current; single cell voltage; and
battery pack temperature. Based
on these quantities, not only can
the battery be operated safely, but
also state of charge (SoC) and
state of health (SoH) can be
computed.

Another important feature
provided by the BMS is cell
balancing. In a battery stack,
single cells can be arranged in
parallel and in series to achieve
the required capacity and
operating voltage, up to 1kV or

Fig. 1: A 96 cell battery pack architecture
with 12-channel measurement IC

higher. Battery manufacturers
attempt to provide stacks with
identical cells, but this is not
physically possible.

Even small differences lead to
different charge or discharge
levels, with the weakest cell in the
stack disproportionately affecting
overall stack performance.
Accurate cell balancing is a
significant feature in a BMS,
enabling safe operation of a
battery system at its highest
capacity.

Architectures
An electric vehicle battery
consists of several cells stacked in
series. A typical stack with 96
cells in series when charged at
4.2V can develop a total voltage
in excess of 400V. Higher
voltages can be reached by
stacking more cells. Charge and
discharge current are the same for
all the cells, but voltages have to
be monitored on every single cell.

To accommodate the large
quantity of cells required for high
powered automotive systems,
batteries are often divided into
modules, and distributed
throughout available spaces in the
vehicle. With ten to 24 cells in a
typical module, modules can be
assembled in different
configurations to suit multiple
vehicle platforms.

A modular design can be used as
the basis for very large battery
stacks. It allows battery packs to
be distributed over larger areas for
more effective use of space.

Fig. 1 shows a typical battery
pack with 96 cells, divided into
eight modules of 12 cells each,
and a12-cell battery monitor IC.
The cell measurement range is 0
to 5V, making the IC suitable for

Fig. 2: Parallel independent Can modules

most battery chemistries.
Multiple devices can be

connected in series, permitting
simultaneous cell monitoring of
long, high voltage battery stacks.
This device includes passive
balancing for each cell. Data are
exchanged across an isolation
barrier and compiled by the
system controller, which is in
charge of computing the SoC,
controls cell balancing, checks the
SoH, and maintains the full
system inside the safety
constraints.

To support a distributed,
modular topology within the high
EMI environment of an EV or
HEV, a robust communication
system is required. Both isolated
Can bus and isolated SPI offer
road-proven methods for
interconnecting modules in this
environment.

While the Can bus provides a
well-established network for
interconnecting battery modules
in automotive applications, it
requires a number of additional
components. For example,
implementing an isolated Can bus
via an SPI interface requires the

addition of a Can transceiver, a
microprocessor and an isolator.

The primary downside of a Can
bus is the added cost and board
space required for these additional
elements. Fig. 2 shows a possible
architecture based on Can. In this
case, all modules are parallel
connected.

An alternative to a Can bus
interface is a two-wire isolated
SPI. This uses a simple
transformer and a single twisted
pair, as opposed to the four wires
required by the Can bus. The SPI
provides a noise-immune interface
for high RF signals in which
modules can be connected in a
daisy-chain over long cable
lengths and operated at data rates
up to 1Mbit/s. Fig. 3 shows the
architecture based on isolated SPI
and using a Can module as a
gateway.

There are pros and cons to the
two architectures presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. Can modules are
standard and can be operated with
other Can subsystems sharing the
same bus; the SPI is proprietary
and communication can happen
only with devices of the same

type. On the other hand, the
isolated SPI modules do not
require an additional transceiver
and the MCU to handle the
software stack, resulting in it
being more compact and easy to
use.

Both architectures require a
wired connection, which has
disadvantages in a modern BMS,
where routing wires to disparate
modules can be an intractable
problem, while adding significant
weight and complexity. Wires are
also prone to pick up noise,
leading to the requirement for
additional filtering.

Wireless BMS
A wireless BMS can remove the
communication wiring. In a
wireless BMS, each module is
interconnected via a wireless
connection. The biggest
advantages of a wireless
connection for large multi-cell
battery stacks are reduced wiring
complexity, less weight, lower
cost, and improved safety and
reliability.

Wireless communication is a
challenge due to the harsh EMI
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Fig. 3: Series modules with Can gateway

environment, and the RF shielding
metal posing as obstacles to signal
propagation.

However, an embedded wireless
network, field-proven in industrial
IoT applications, can deliver
better than 99.999% reliable
connectivity in industrial,
automotive and other harsh
environments by employing
redundancy through path and
frequency diversity.

In addition to improving
reliability by creating multiple
points of redundant connectivity,
the wireless mesh network
expands BMS capability. It can
enable flexible placement of
battery modules and improve
battery SoC and SoH calculations.
This is because additional data
can be gathered from sensors
installed in locations otherwise
inhospitable to a wiring harness.

It also enables time-correlated
measurements from each node,
allowing for more precise data
collection. Fig. 4 shows a

comparison of wired- and
wireless-interconnected battery
modules.

Accuracy
Accuracy is an important feature
for a BMS and it is critical for
LiFePO4 batteries. To understand
the importance of this feature,
consider the example in Fig. 5. To
prevent overcharge and discharge,
the cells of the battery are kept
between 10% and 90% of full
capacity. In an 85kWh battery,
only 67.4kWh are available for
normal driving. If there is a
measurement error of 5%, to
continue to operate the battery
safely, the cells must be kept
between 15% and 85% of their
capacity. The total available
capacity has been reduced from
80% to 70%.

If accuracy is improved to 1%
(for LiFePO4 batteries 1mV
measurement error translates into
1% SoC error), the battery can be
operated now between 11% and

89% of full capacity, with a gain
of 8%. With the same battery and
a more accurate BMS, automobile
mileage per charge is increased.

Circuit designers rely on data
sheet specifications to estimate
the accuracy of a cell
measurement circuit. Other real-
world effects often dominate the
measurement error. Factors
affecting the measurement
accuracy are initial tolerance,
temperature drift, long-term drift,
humidity, PCB assembly stress
and noise rejection.

Good technology must take into
account all these factors to deliver
very high performance.
Measurement accuracy of the IC
is primarily limited by the voltage
reference. Voltage references are
sensitive to the mechanical stress.
Thermal cycling during PCB
soldering stresses silicon.
Humidity is another cause of
silicon stress as water is absorbed
in the package. Silicon stress
relaxes over time, leading to long-

term drift of the voltage reference.
Battery measurement ICs use

either a bandgap voltage reference
or a Zener voltage reference. IC
designers use an n-p-n emitter-
base junction operating in reverse
breakdown as a Zener reference.
Breakdown occurs at the surface
of the die, where the effects of
contamination and oxide charge
are most pronounced.

These junctions are noisy and
suffer from unpredictable short-
and long-term drift.

The buried Zener places the
junction below the surface of the
silicon, well away from
contamination and oxide effects.
The result is a Zener with
excellent long-term stability, low
noise and relatively accurate
initial tolerance. For that reason,
Zener references are far superior

for mitigating real world effects
over time.

Fig. 6 shows the drift over
temperature of the battery
measurement IC error for five
typical units. The drift in the full
automotive range of -40 to
+125˚C is less than 1mV.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of
the long-term drift for a bandgap
voltage reference IC and a buried
Zener voltage reference IC. The
initial measurements are
calibrated for 0mV of error. Ten
years of measurement drift is
predicted from drift after 3000h at
+30˚C. The picture clearly shows
a much better stability of the
Zener reference over time, at least
five times better than bandgap
reference. Similar tests for
humidity and PCB assembly
stress show the superior

performance of the buried Zener
over the bandgap voltage
reference.

Another limiting factor for
accuracy is noise. A car battery is
a very harsh environment for
electronics due to the
electromagnetic interference
generated by the electric motor,
the power inverter, the DC-DC
converters and other high current
switching systems in an EV or
HEV.

The BMS should provide a high
level of noise rejection to
maintain accuracy. Filtering is the
classical method used to reduce
unwanted noise, but there is a
trade-off between noise reduction
and speed of conversion. Due to
the high number of cell voltages
to be converted and transmitted,
the conversion can’t be too slow.

Fig. 4: Battery monitoring interconnections comparison
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Fig. 9: A 12-cell battery stack module with active balancing

SAR converters might be the
preferred choice but, in a
multiplexed system, speed is
limited by the settling time of the
multiplexed signal. In this case,
sigma-delta converters can be a
valid alternative.

Some measurement ICs use
sigma-delta analogue-to-digital
converters (ADCs). With a sigma-
delta converter, the input is
sampled many times during a
conversion, and then averaged.
The result is built-in low-pass
filtering to eliminate noise as a
source of measurement error; the
cut-off frequency is established by
the sample rate. Fig. 8 shows the
filter response for the eight
programmable cut-off frequencies
in an IC using a third-order
sigma-delta ADC with
programmable sample rates.

Noise reduction is achieved by

Fig. 5: Battery charge limits

Fig. 6: Measurement error
versus temperature

Fig. 7: Long-term drift
comparison between buried
Zener diode and bandgap
voltage references

Fig. 8: ADC filter
programmable ranges and
frequency response

enabling measurement of all 12
battery cells as fast as 290µs. A
bulk current injection test, where
100mA of RF noise is coupled
into the wires connecting the
battery to the IC, showed less than
3mV of measurement error.

Cell balancing
Battery cells, even if accurately
manufactured and selected, show
slight differences from each other.
Any mismatch in capacity
between the cells results in a
reduction of the overall pack
capacity.

To understand this point better,
consider the example where the
cells were kept between 10% and
90% of the full capacity. The
effective lifetime of a battery can
be significantly shortened by deep

discharge or overcharging.
Therefore, the BMS provides
under- and over-voltage
protection (UVP and OVP)
circuitry to help prevent these
conditions. The charging process
is stopped when the lowest
capacity cell reaches the OVP
threshold.

In this case, the other cells are
not fully charged and the battery
is not storing the maximum
allowed energy. Similarly, the
system is stopped when the lowest
charged cell hits the UVP limit.
Also, there is still energy in the
battery to power the system, but,
for safety reasons, it can’t be used.

It is clear that the weakest cell in
the stack dominates the
performances of the full battery.
Cell balancing is a technique that
helps overcome this issue by
equalising the voltage and SoC
among the cells when they are at
full charge. There are two
techniques for cell balancing –
passive and active.

With passive balancing, if one
cell becomes overcharged, the
excess charge is dissipated into a
resistor. Typically, there is a shunt
circuit that consists of a resistor
and a power mosfet used as a
switch. When the cell is

overcharged, the mosfet is closed
and the excess energy is
dissipated into the resistor. A
battery monitor IC can balance
each monitored cell using an
internal mosfet to control the
individual cell charge currents.
The internal mosfets enable
compact designs, and suffice for
currents to 60mA. For higher
charge currents, external mosfets
can be used. Timers can adjust the
balancing time.

Advantages of the dissipative
technique are low cost and low
complexity. Disadvantages are
high energy loss and a more
complex thermal design.

Active balancing, on the other
hand, redistributes the excess
energy between the other cells of
the module. This way the energy
is recovered and less heat is
generated. The disadvantage of
such a technique is a more
complex hardware design.

Fig. 9 shows an active balancing
implementation. This architecture
solves the problems of passive
shunting balancers by actively
shunting the charging current and
returning the energy back to the
battery stack. Instead of the
energy being lost as heat, it is
reused to charge the rest of the
batteries in the stack.

The architecture of the device
also solves the problem of
reduced run time when one or
more of the cells in the stack
reaches the lower safety voltage
threshold before the entire stack
capacity is extracted. Only active
balancing can redistribute the
charge from the stronger cells to
the weaker cells.

This allows the weaker cells to
continue to supply the load,
extracting the highest percentage

of energy from the battery.
The flyback topology allows the

charge to return between any two
points in the battery stack. Most
applications return the charge to
the module cells (12 or more),
others return the charge to the
entire battery stack, and some
applications return the charge to
an auxiliary power rail.

Conclusion
Electrification is the key for lower
emission vehicles, but requires a
smart management of the energy
source – the Li-ion battery. If not
managed properly, a battery pack
can become unreliable, and

drastically reduce the safety of the
automobile.

High accuracy helps increase
the performance and the life of the
battery. Active and passive cell
balancing allows safe and efficient
battery management. Distributed
battery modules are easily
supported, and a robust
communication of the data to the
BMS controller, both wired and
wireless, allows reliable SoC and
SoH calculations.

Cosimo Carriero is
a field applications
engineer at Analog
Devices
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New trends in the
automotive industry such
as increased connectivity,

electrification or autonomous
driving are increasing the amount
of data that must be transmitted
around vehicles. This causes a
corresponding increase in
bandwidth requirements and
existing protocols such as Lin,
Can-FD and Flexray are no longer
sufficient in a heterogeneous
in-vehicle network.

Automotive Ethernet will be the

SEED ROUND
Sergej Bub and Lukas Droemer show
how seed modelling helps develop
automotive Ethernet ESD protection
that meets Open Alliance specifications

way to handle data payload but
new ESD protection devices are
required to ensure safety. With
system-efficient ESD design
(seed), system-level approaches to
ESD simulation are being
employed to develop protection
components that meet industry
requirements.

As applications and
technologies will continue to
increase significantly the data
payload that needs to be managed
and transmitted in the car, a

startling prediction is that the cost
of wiring harness and electronics
is increasing and could shortly
account for 40 per cent of the cost
of a car.

Changing the wiring harness to
a hierarchical homogeneous
network and zonal architecture is
expected to reduce cost and
cabling weight but also supports
rising demands of high data-rates,
data security and flexibility.

Automotive Ethernet therefore
becomes vital for this network
design to handle future
requirements.

To encourage the wide scale
adoption and standardisation of
Ethernet-based networks, major
automotive OEMs and tier-one
suppliers are collaborating in the

non-profit Open (One-Pair
EtherNet) Alliance special interest
group (sig). Moreover, security
and reliability have become more
an issue to ensure safe operation
of networks.

When it comes to system level
robustness, discrete ESD
protection devices as well as the
system design take a crucial role
and requirements emerging with
Open Alliance standardised
Ethernet must be considered.

A fundamental ESD design
challenge is the prediction of
system level robustness. A general
misconception is that system level
robustness depends on the
robustness of individual
components. Instead, it depends
on several factors:

• the robustness of the weakest
device in the system, usually the
SoC that is to be protected;
• the properties of the protection
device;
• properties of other elements in
the signal path; and
• parasitic effects arising from the
board and mounting wires.

The concept of seed is to consider
all these parameters as an
equivalent circuit or circuit-like
simulation to predict system level
robustness. An equivalent circuit

Fig. 1: Arrangement of ESD suppression device within the
100baseT1 MDI interface, Open Alliance sig (2019)

Fig. 2: Equivalent circuit of seed model for the ESD discharge current measurement reference circuit

representation of the system,
including the SoC, is connected
with a model of the protection
device to evaluate protection
performance. As well as Spice-
based simulations, other
simulation tools such as Verilog-A
and customised models based on
network parameter blocks can be
combined to realise the system
simulation.

One key goal of the Open
Alliance sig is to enable the
deployment of the existing IEEE
100baseT1 and 1000baseT1
physical layer specifications with
complementing specifications for
conformance and interoperability.
In previous Automotive Ethernet

implementations, phy (physical
layer interface, referring to the
transceiver) vendors were advised
to put any required discrete ESD
protection device between the
CMC (common-mode choke) and
the phy.

Now, in the arrangement of ESD
protection devices within the
100baseT1 MDI network
proposed by the Open Alliance,
see Fig. 1, the ESD protection
device is placed immediately next
to the connector, protecting not
only the phy but also the CMC
and passives. Positioned thus,
ESD strikes are directed straight
to ground.

The Open Alliance proposes a
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measurement called ESD
discharge current measurement,
which gives an estimation of the
overall system-level ESD
robustness of the system. This test
determines the residual current
into the phy, identifying the ESD
robustness class according to
human body model requirements.

When developing silicon-based,
Open Alliance-compliant ESD
protection for 100 and
1000baseT1 Automotive Ethernet
systems, seed methodology can
replicate the ESD discharge
current measurement test. This
simulation allows the
investigation into how different
parameters, including the parasitic
inductance of the external ESD
protection device, its trigger and
snap-back behaviour, influence
the system level ESD robustness.
This approach also enables
developers to predict the levels of
electromagnetic stress that other
passive devices are exposed to
during an ESD event.

Fig. 2 shows the equivalent
circuit block diagram of the seed

Fig. 3: Photo of reference PCB, actual size 10.25 by 5.95cm

Fig. 4: Model and measurement of ESD generator waveform
at 2kV on a 2Ω reference target

model for the ESD discharge
current measurement reference
circuit. It consists of an external
ESD device, the common mode
termination (CMT) elements, a
decoupling network, a CMC and a
100baseT1 phy IC. This is
realised in the test board shown in
Fig. 3.

Whereas the CMC is a single
device with an inductance in this
example of 200µH, the ESD
device can be a single device
which integrates matched ESD

protection for both data lines, as
in this example, or two separate
devices each connected between
GND and one of the data lines.

The phy is replaced by a
transceiver emulation network,
thus retaining the electrical
behaviour during the ESD test. A
2Ω resistor emulates the typical
behaviour of the IC internal
protection in a simplified way,
while the 50Ω resistor reduces the
measurement effort of the IC
current.

The CMT network, located
between the CMC and external
ESD protection devices, consists
of four discrete elements and two
100nF capacitances are used for
decoupling. The input of the test
board is connected directly to the
ESD device.

To reduce the modelling effort
and accelerate the simulation
process, a behavioural modelling
approach is used. The model,
tuned on the device’s typical static
and dynamic characteristics, is
implemented as an equivalent
circuit consisting of lumped
elements, controlled sources and
feedback loops, and S-parameter
blocks.

Fig. 5: Measured and simulated plots for external silicon-based
ESD protection lean on peak voltage and current of 1ns rise time
TLP pulses

Fig. 6: Measured and simulated TLP plots for the reference board
with external ESD protection device; voltage and current are
averaged between 70 and 90ns of 100ns TLP pulses

Fig. 4 shows a good match
between simulated and measured
time domain current curves in
both first and second peak regions
for a 2kV discharge.

Following this, each element of
the seed model – decoupling and
termination network, CMC, and
ESD protector – can be evaluated.
Fig. 5 shows the measured and
simulated performance for the
external silicon based ESD
protection lean on peak voltage
and current of 1ns rise time TLP
pulses.

After this, the complete system
model (Fig. 2) was validated
against measurements taken from
the reference board with and
without external ESD protection
using TLP.

The TLP graph of a reference
board with external ESD
protection in Fig. 6 compares
measured results and simulation
results using seed, demonstrating
an extraordinary degree of
congruence, showing that the
implemented seed model is fully

suitable not only for qualitative
but also quantitative prediction of
overall system-level robustness.

An ESD strike may occur when
a person touches the GND or IO
pin(s) of the system board
connector. This is replicated by

injecting ESD pulses according to
IEC61000-4-2 into the system.

Again, results of the seed-
generated simulation showed
close agreement with the observed
measurement.

Using this approach, Open
Alliance-compliant ESD
protection for 100 and
1000baseT1 Ethernet has been
developed. Silicon devices offer a
significantly higher level of
protection – up to 30kV system
level robustness – than older
technologies such as varistors,
which are also subject to
degradation over time.

Sergej Bub is
system
level
ESD
expert
and

Lukas Droemer is
product manager,
both for Nexperia
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The opportunity for self-
driving cars remains
extremely exciting even if

the short-term prospects look
difficult in a post-Covid economy.
There is exciting and innovative
development work in progress,
especially around level four where
the car would be in complete
control for specific segments of a
journey.

The software platform is
completely central to this and has
a huge influence not only on the
safety and security of the coming
generation of semi-autonomous
vehicles, but also on the size,
weight and power.

HHEEAAVVEENN
Lessons from 

Ian Ferguson looks at how adas
and avionics converge to create
successful autonomous vehicles

It is helpful to think about
convergence between automotive
systems and avionics. To be
successful, autonomous vehicles
need to combine the
extraordinarily successful safety
culture in aviation – where even
one accident is unacceptable – and
the equally extraordinary
flexibility and affordability of the
automobile, where almost
everyone can afford a car of some
kind and can start and end their
journeys almost anywhere. 

Architecture
Achieving flexibility demands a
major focus on driving down the

cost, weight and size of
electronics that is needed to
transport humans safely from
point a to point b. A designer at a
major tier-one supplier used to
have a post-it note on his desk that
said: “What have you done to
reduce power and weight today?”
This was ten years ago: the
designer was well ahead of his
time. 

Besides the engine itself, the
electronics and the wiring harness
are the most expensive and heavy
items in a vehicle. 

System architectures are being
re-evaluated to produce a tenfold
reduction in the length of cabling

from the current more than 1.5km.
Instead of the traditional approach
of creating different domains for
the various data networking
protocols, some of which have
been in place for decades, a zonal
architecture, where high
performance controllers manage a
multitude of different functions in
one area of the vehicle, is
evolving. 

As part of this shift, the industry
is seeing the adoption of Ethernet
inside the vehicle to connect
subsystems together. Some are
even evaluating 10Gbit
technology. There is also a
consolidation of processing

functionality into fewer, very
high-performance electric control
units (ECUs).

On these controllers, the range
of networks includes Can, which
takes care of the powertrain and
related functions; Lin for
passenger and driver comfort
functions such as climate control,
lighting, seat adjustment; Most,
developed for infotainment; and
Flexray for anti-lock braking,
electronic power steering and
vehicle stability functions. 

One of the side benefits of this
approach is that the security of the
vehicle should be improved since
the attack surface for potential

hackers shrinks. The attack
surface of a software environment
is the sum of the different points
where an unauthorised user can
potentially insert or extract data.
Shifting to a scenario with simple
sensors that send encrypted
information to a centralised node,
then focuses the security
mitigation at that central point. It
is obvious that these nodes are
processing traffic with very
different response requirements. 

And, of course, these systems
have to work all the time. People’s
lives and companies’ livelihoods
are at stake. 

The challenge is how to
implement this in a vehicle where
certain systems are mission
critical and need to be addressed
in microseconds. 

The self-driving vehicles on the
roads today are effectively servers
on wheels. Those Intel Xeon plus
Nvidia platforms deployed in
those prototypes simply will be
ousted for designs that fit inside
significantly smaller footprints,
cost and power envelopes. There
is a race between a wide set of
companies to be the market share
and profitability winners in this
segment.

Processing 
Turning to the safety and security
side, autonomous vehicles, like
aircraft, demand software
platforms that are secure by
design, but this needs to be
achieved without the exceptional
development overhead that makes
good avionics so expensive. 

Zooming in on one of those
processing systems, there are
multicore heterogeneous
processors that will feature
general-purpose processors, but
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also potentially general-purpose
GPUs, programmable logic, more
specialist real-time cores and
hardware accelerators. From a
software perspective, there is a
need to combine rich operating
systems (Linux typically) on
which a wide set of applications
can be almost immediately
deployed, while providing
guaranteed real-time determinism
for certain functions.

The hypervisor layer will need
simultaneously to host safety
critical applications up to ISO
26262 Asil D, and support non-
real-time OSes such as Android
and Linux, Autosar kernels, and
bare-metal applications. 

In several of the current
components, the diverse
functionality is architected in such
a way that, although the systems
look heterogeneous, they are, in
reality, separate processing
systems that will run different
software. 

The shift to a more dynamic
way of allocating processing to
different tasks, coupled with the
industry’s desire to reduce lock-in
to a specific vendor, means these

systems are increasingly
deploying hypervisor technology
and executing different operating
systems and applications on top of
those.

Separation kernel
Traditional approaches to creating
a virtualised embedded software
architecture have placed much of
the burden in a hypervisor and/or
operating system. This can create
platform dependencies that have
an impact on performance due to

Fig. 1: Independent separation kernel executables run on each
CPU core; the separation kernel partitions platform resources into
isolated virtual machines

Fig. 2: With the increase in network bandwidth and the right time
sensitive networking protocols, dramatic savings could be gained
by harnessing cloud resources in an adas context

extra copies and context switches,
as well as causing a number of
architecture challenges due to:

• Shared address space
• Shared CPU privilege
• Common arbitration points
• Global resource pools
• Compounding code branches
• Compounding control flow
timing
• Large co-dependent code base to
certify

The approach should be to focus
on simplicity. In a way, the
hypervisor should be seen but not
heard. Indeed, maybe it should not
even be seen. Independent
separation kernel executables can
run on each CPU core. The
separation kernel partitions
platform resources into isolated
virtual machines, see Fig. 1.

Additional functionality is
layered on with subjects and
guests. Each additional layer is
constrained to the specific virtual
machine definition. The
separation kernel precisely defines
the virtual machine for each guest

Matching the flexibility of a human driver demands a major focus
on driving down the cost, weight and size of electronics that is
needed to transport humans safely

such as hardware rights and
privileges, communications paths,
and hypercall permissions. 

Engineers define their own
systems. There is no master,
trusted, root, helper or service
rtos. There is no post-boot
modification of memory or other
resources assigned to virtual
machines. There is no single point
of failure.

Many markets oscillate over the
years between distributed and
centralised computing. 

This push to reduce the cost of
the sensors and move more – not
all – processing back to localised
processing represents a turn back
towards more centralised
functionality. This could be taken
even further to drive down costs
and power. 

In a vehicle, many systems
require minimal processing most
of the time. Taking a leaf out of
the cloud-computing book, what if
these systems of systems –
multiple ECUs connected together
in the vehicle – could allocate
processing on an as needed basis?
See Fig. 2. 

Unlike cloud computing, the
time to initiate an accident
avoidance manoeuvre would need
to be accomplished in
microseconds as opposed to
minutes, but with the increase in
network bandwidth and the right
time sensitive networking
protocols, dramatic savings could
be gained. 

Standards 
Compliance with relevant safety
standards such as ISO 26262 and
increasingly ISO 21434 is
extremely important, whether
creating traditional automotive
components such as actual

physical components or virtual
ones such as hypervisors.
Learning from experience in the
avionics space, it is critical to
write detailed requirements
documents and ensure there is
detailed traceability down to fine-
grained hardware functionality.
This does make verification
easier. 

With spiralling sizes of code
bases in the car, the only viable
way is to compartmentalise code.
Breaking down the code into
manageable chunks, proving the
operation of a code base is
isolated from others and then
demonstrating the requirements
were met by tracing them to other
artefacts, including tests, issues
and source code, is key.

Existing Autosar software can
be integrated into a powerful ECU
while providing the necessary
safety, security and freedom from
interference features that the most

demanding applications require.

Conclusion. 
A more gradual evolution of this
exceptionally safety-critical
development is likely no bad
thing, and will allow the
opportunity for companies to
work through the significant
challenges in particular in creating
the software platform. Size,
weight, power, safety and security
are as critical to avionics as they
are to adas: they just need to be
delivered in a great deal more
constrained context in terms of
development time, cost and final
cost. This is a significant, but not
impossible, challenge.  

Ian Ferguson is
vice president for
marketing and
strategic alliances
at Lynx Software
Technologies
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Automotive software is
evolving fast, not only to
pave the way for the

growth of electric and unmanned
vehicles, but to help respond to
the current challenges that the
automotive industry faces. More
than ever, it is vital to find ways
to make vehicle design more cost-
effective and reduce time to
market. 

Software can help achieve that,
by reducing dependency on
physical components: software is
a lot easier to replicate on a large
scale than mechanical elements.
However, OEMs and tier-one
suppliers also have to release or
update software at a faster
cadence. 

This increasing dependency on
software puts huge pressure on the
software development process,
including ensuring safety and
security: in a survey of more than
400 automotive professionals last
year, 40% said safety was their
top concern, quality second and
security third. 

Achieving software
development that is safe, secure
and reliable can be hard. In the
same survey, 49% found it
difficult and time-consuming to
meet every requirement for ISO
26262. As codebases continue to
grow to deal with increasingly
sophisticated designs, that will
become even harder. 

Out of the darkOut of the dark
Chuck Gehman 
believes software
development 
needs to be in the
headlights

Software development faces
several challenges. First, it is the
root cause for many
vulnerabilities, which can lead to
future malfunctions, or even open
the door for cyber attacks.
Traditionally, software
development teams have not been
focused on security or
compliance, and worked in siloes
separate to the rest of the
business. Fortunately, that is

changing fast, not least to address
the evolution of the automotive
supply chain, including the need
for greater collaboration across a
disparate range of contributors.

Almost half of the survey
respondents said they were using
C++. Alongside the other popular
programming language – C – C++
enables unprecedented scope for
innovation, but its flexibility
means more room for

interpretation, so even the most
experienced developer can
inadvertently introduce coding
errors, which can turn into
vulnerabilities. 

Examples of coding errors
include SQL injections, input
validation attack, and buffer and
integer overflows. SQL injection
is a code injection technique used
to attack data-driven applications.
An input validation attack is

caused by trusted user
identification and parameter input
problems. In a connected car, for
instance, this attack might be
introduced via an application
programming interface (API) or
other communications
mechanism.

Stack buffer overflows are
another common software
problem, typically caused when a
programme writes more data to a

buffer located on the software
development stack than what are
allocated for that buffer. Data can
become corrupted on that stack,
which could lead to the
programme crashing or
malfunctioning, or even exploited
by black-hat hackers to take
control of processes that have
super-user status, from there to
infiltrate a machine and make
their way into other network-
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connected resources. 
Integer overflows are another

example, and happen when an
arithmetic operation – such as
multiplication or addition –
exceeds the maximum size of the
type of integer being used to store
that operation.

Many automotive firms and
industry associations are already
embracing ways to address these
challenges, for instance the Linux
Foundation’s new open source
project, called Enabling Linux in
Safety Applications (Elisa).
Companies are using Linux for
safety-critical applications,
because it can help them bring
products to market fast and reduce
the risk of critical design errors.
However, this in turn brings a
whole new set of challenges,
which is why Elisa is needed.
Elisa is a shared set of tools and
processes that addresses the lack

of clear documentation and tools
needed to demonstrate that a
Linux-based system meets the
necessary safety requirements for
certification.

Coding standards
Another notable development is
the increasing use of coding
standards, which give developers
guidelines to help adhere to both
good coding practices and
compliance requirements. These
tools go a long way towards
addressing the impact of
vulnerabilities before deployment,
and can prevent operating system
deficiencies in the vehicle or
cloud from become a tool for
hackers. 

A coding standard will say
something like “don’t do it that
way, do it this way” or “ISO
26262 compliance requires this to
happen”. Coding standards can be

home-grown (developed in-house
to set quality levels), or industry-
wide, usually under the auspices
of an industry association or
consortium. The advantage of this
approach is that extensive work
will have already been carried out
to ensure compliance, so
automotive designers can be
confident they are adhering to ISO
26262.

In the automotive industry,
Misra and Autosar are the two
most widely used coding
standards, both comply with ISO
26262, and are well suited to the
complexities of C++, as well as C,
which is still widely used. Misra
and Autosar are set to merge by
the end of 2020, each bringing
their individual benefits: Misra
has a larger, longer-established
community and knowledge base,
while the latest version of Autosar
introduced features that address the complexities of autonomous

vehicles.
Another coding standard

relevant to the automotive sector
is Cert, designed for the C
programming language and
developed by the Cert
Coordination Center to improve
the safety, reliably and security of
software systems. Guidelines in
the Cert C secure coding standard
are cross-referenced with several
other standards including Misra
and CWE common weakness
enumeration. 

Given that software developers
are typically busy people, coding
standards are often used with
static application security testing
tools, such as static code
analysers. Also referred to as
white box testing, these
automatically inspect and analyse
code while it is being written, to
detect deviations from a coding

standard. The tools also help
encourage better and more
uniform coding practices by
suggesting better ways to
structure code.

Truth
To deal with the diversity and
volume of digital assets across
different teams and systems,
organisations are also creating
what in the software world is
referred to as a single source of
truth. Typically using a version
control tool, the aim is to provide
visibility of any changes made, by
whom, what, when and where, in
a technology-agnostic
environment that connects
everyone and everything. 

This approach has a few
benefits: it means people can see
what everyone is doing, but
without having to leave their own
workflows or tools; less time is

spent trying to find assets; re-use
of software components is easier,
rather than reinventing the wheel
each time; as well as real-time
insight, it is easy to roll back to a
previous version of the software
to address a bug; and a single
source of truth can be used to
demonstrate compliance to ISO
26262 and other standards or
regulations.

Version control can also be used
to provide granular access to parts
of the codebase, according to job
role. This helps reduce the risk of
the insider threat, in other words
security risks deliberately or
inadvertently introduced, while
also making it easier to identify
likely culprits when those
problems do happen.

DevOps and Agile
Version control was cited as being
an important part of DevOps, by

Coding standards guide developers towards creating safer, more secure code, 
as well as encouraging better quality coding practices

Securing the software development process is a complex challenge, 
and can lead to vulnerabilities that can be exploited
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Getting the right culture and attitudes around software development is as 
critical as using the right tools and processes

legendary DevOps pioneer Gene
Kim. DevOps is a methodology
that is sweeping across the
enterprise software market and
others, because it helps break
down the barriers between
development and operations
teams. DevSecOps has sprung up
as a complementary practice, to
ensure that a focus on security is
maintained within DevOps

DevOps often sits alongside
Agile, and in the automotive
industry increasingly that might
be hybrid Agile, or Agile designed
for large-scale deployments. Until
recently, there has been a
perception that Agile cannot co-
exist with compliance and
standards, but that is changing
fast. By using hybrid or
customised methodologies, it is
possible to have the formal
structure and control of, for
instance, Waterfall together with

Agile’s ability to respond to
unknown factors.

Culture
Choosing the best type of Agile is
just a starting point; getting the
execution right depends on a
number of factors, especially
culture. Top-down support,
understanding that there will be
roadblocks to overcome, and
appreciating that Agile is an on-
going process not a one-off are all
critical to success. 

Culture is critical to all aspects
of modern software development
processes, including security.
While most organisations will
probably have a documented
security policy, development
teams are often not included.
Even if developers are
encompassed within security
policies, there is insufficient
follow-through. Even if

companies do invest in training,
developers may not take it very
seriously, which is why it is
essential to elevate security’s
importance with this audience.

As fast as the automotive
industry evolves, so does software
development and, alongside them,
the ingenuity of cyber attackers.
To ensure the compliance, safety
and security of vehicles both
today and in the future, now is the
time to lay the foundations of a
strategy that puts robust and
secure controls around software,
without limiting innovation.
While it requires effort to get
there, given the right culture,
processes and tools, it is not an
impossible goal. 

Chuck Gehman is
technical product
marketing manager at
Perforce Software As the connected car

becomes more of a reality,
car makers are looking to

differentiate and enhance the user
experience with bigger, brighter
and more interactive displays. At
the same time, consumers expect
the same visual, intuitive and
tactile experience they enjoy with
their mobile devices in their
vehicles. 

This includes the ability to
press, pinch, swipe and control
functions with virtual knobs. This
has driven the automotive
industry to look at combination
touch and display options proven
in the mobile space, where most
devices now use integrated
capacitance touch screens and
liquid crystal displays (LCDs) as
their user interface.

The challenge in automotive is
to deliver the desired performance
at acceptable price points while
addressing varying design needs

SSSSCCCCRRRREEEEEEEENNNN  TTTTIIIIMMMMEEEE

Sunil Thomas 
shows how combining 

touch sensing and display 
drivers expands automotive 

display functionality
and meeting more stringent
standards than consumer devices.
By combining touch and display,
traditionally separate components,
into a single IC, car makers can
lower costs but still get the user
experience and form factors they
need. 

Combination
LCDs enabled by touch and
display driver ICs (TDDIs) have
emerged as the preferred option
for the growing number and sizes
of in-vehicle displays. In
particular, large LCD centre stack
displays that feature interactive
and dynamic navigation and
infotainment systems have
accelerated the demand.
Embedded head rest displays,
rear-view cameras and side-view
cameras, which are beginning to
replace the exterior winged
mirrors used in generations of
vehicles, also represent

opportunities for more displays.  
Other requirements include high

brightness, low sunlight
reflectance, and no sensor pattern
visibility, all of which are doable
to varying degrees with traditional
multi-component approaches.
However, the automotive industry
also demands a simplified supply
chain, which is another factor in
driving a more integrated
approach. 

In addition, in-vehicle displays
must adhere to important industry
standards, such as electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) that can be
challenging for earlier generation,
discrete touch sensors.

TDDI is commonplace in the
mobile segment with roughly 60%
of the smartphone market
migrated to TDDI in just four
years of being initially offered.
The technology has a track record
of enabling end products that are
thinner, have brighter displays and
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borderless designs, and cost less. 
Evolved for the needs of car

makers, TDDI integrates the touch
controller and display driver in a
novel way, reducing component
count and simplifying design. By
moving the touch sensor from
being laminated outside the LCD
to embedding the sensor as part of
the LCD manufacturing process,
LCD makers can lower the cost
and improve the optical clarity at
the same time. 

The automotive TDDI that is
being adopted by OEMs and tier
one suppliers today merges
sophisticated touch and display
technologies into hybrid in-cell
designs, thus eliminating the
discrete touch sensor by
leveraging existing layers in the
LCD. 

By integrating the touch sensor
into the display electrodes on the
thin-film transistor (TFT) glass,
TDDI and full in-cell reduce the
number of layers on top of the
display stack-up. This simplifies
the supply chain, eliminating the
sensor panel supplier and the
sensor lamination process. Tier
ones and OEMs can now get a
fully integrated display and touch
module directly from the LCD
manufacturer.

Requirements
The combination of touch and
display technology achieved with
TDDI checks all the boxes for
automakers. It allows for a rich
and intuitive user experience.
Implementing in large displays is
not an issue as cascading
techniques support various screen
sizes – for example, 17.8 to
43.2cm diagonal – aspect ratios,
and HD to UHD display
resolutions. 

Superior optical performance is
achieved with synchronising
technology that eliminates display
noise. Additionally, colour
matching tools ensure constancy
across multiple displays.

The demands on system power,
complexity and industrial design
can be met with a single die and
combination of the sensor into the
display electrodes on glass. On
top of that, variable force sensing
allows an additional user input
option and new UI features.

Capacitive touch has the
potential to introduce noise in
displays. TDDI for automotive is
designed to comply with the strict
automotive requirements for
electromagnetic interference
radiated from a display with an
integrated touch sensor (ISO

11452). Electromagnetic
interference injected into the
touch sensor from radio frequency
sources is also within the relevant
standard’s limits (Cispr 25). 

Most importantly, costs can be
reduced significantly compared
with multiple discreet ICs,
lowering costs by as much as $10
to $15 per car and streamlining
the supply chain. Today, 13 of the
top automotive OEMs are
migrating to TDDI for their in-car
display needs.

Optical clarity
A key objective of integration for
an in-vehicle touch screen is
improving the user experience,
that is providing vivid and
consistent colours and the highest
optical clarity regardless of
viewing conditions.

Benefits include:

• Higher optical clarity of the
display as the touch sensor
electrodes are no longer visible to
the eye because the external
sensor panel is removed;
• Transmittance loss of up to 10%
due to a discrete sensor is
eliminated; 
• Reflectance from the
additionally layers with a discrete
sensor and adhesive are
eliminated;
• Local area auto contrast
optimisation enables contrast
control by region to optimise light
and dark areas of an image
simultaneously;
• Sunlight readability
enhancement increases image
visibility in bright sunlight with
auto-adjustment of gamma for
improved contrast and optimal
viewing;
• Independent white point adjusts

Fig. 1: In-vehicle displays are integrated with touch sensors

Fig 2:  Integrating capacitive touch sensors into an LCD’s existing
structure and manufacturing technology provides the best optical
properties

colour hues (RGBCMY) and
white point independent of each
other, produce vivid images
across display variations;
• Support for a complete range of
colours, up to a billion or more. 

How it works
With TDDI, a full in-cell touch
sensor integrates capacitive touch
sensors into an LCD’s existing
structure and manufacturing
technology without adding layers.
It is based on the same display
mask steps, providing the best
optical properties. 

A fully integrated in-cell
architecture such as an advanced
matrix pad (amp) allows for
capacitance sensing without
adding additional layers to a
standard wide-viewing angle
display stack-up. 

Typically, the Vcom electrode of
an LCD panel is segmented into
an array of separate touch
sensitive electrodes. The routes
and via connections can be made
in the same TFT metal layers as
the display sources and gates. Full
in-cell sensing can be achieved in
a variety of processes at high
display resolutions even with TFT
gates. 

In this way, the constraints of
additional capacitive touch layers,
connections and routing can be
removed. 

In addition to the integration of
the capacitive sensor with the
LCD panel, additional
functionality can be added with
asics. As a result, source driver
outputs and touch analogue may
be combined in the same chip-on-
glass (CoG) or chip-on-flex
(CoF), as well as the combination
of TCon and touch controllers in
the same TDDI package. 

The integration of force sensing
with display in an in-cell system
removes the need for yet more
components and layers to allow
the thinnest least constrained
industrial designs, however there
are challenges in required
assembly tolerances and
operational displacements. The
deflection and bending of the
display panel and lens relative to

the frame must be measured
accurately, while the display and
touch functions operate normally.

There are several technology
advantages in the scaling of the
capacitive sensing measurements
and display resolution. First, at
higher resolutions with more
display lines, which have more
constrained by settling times, both
the sensing electrodes and display
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Fig. 3: Segmenting the Vcom layer for amp electrodes

Fig. 4: Peak electromagnetic interference emissions measured
according to Cispr 25, using a TDDI LCD and applying sine-wave
modulation for touch

elements gain the advantage of
high-performance, low-
capacitance panels. Also, there is
a linkage between the increase in
high resolution panel source
drivers and the increase in
available electrode routes, as well
as the proportional amount of
silicon available for high
performance touch sensing. 

Often the need for higher
resolutions and higher touch
performance corresponds to
similarly premium and larger
displays. 

There are further design
advantages in integrating the
capacitive sensor into the display.
Not only can external ICs, flexible
interconnects and connectors be
removed from the system, but the
sensor outline itself is improved.
Discrete sensors require routing
outside the display area to connect
electrodes, which are only
partially transparent, and require
separate lamination adhesives and
thickness in their assembly. 

An integrated display can be
brighter, thinner, with a narrower
bezel and no extra connections, all
with the highest touch and display
performance.

Summary
The in-vehicle display presents a
breadth of opportunities to
improve safety, convenience and
user experience in vehicles. With
the advent of more adas features
and car-centric apps, the dawning

of the self-driving age, and 5G
connectivity promising even more
ways to connect cars and
infrastructure and deliver content,
displays have emerged as a
critical differentiating feature on
many levels. 

Modern LCD panels can
integrate both display and touch
sensing into a single user interface
module using a one-chip TDDI
and no additional layers. This
allows for scaling both touch and
displays to high resolutions and to
the desired large display size now
popular in vehicles, while
retaining flexibility in module
design. In addition, accurate
pressure sensing and low latency
can be incorporated without great
design changes to the touch panel
module and its mounting. This
allows significant new UI features
without adding extra components
and constraints in the vehicle,
saving costs and streamlining the
supply chain.

Sunil Thomas is
general manager of
the automotive
business at
Synaptics

Driving simulation
company RFpro has
developed a means to

slash the hardware costs
associated with large-scale
simulation. The development has
the potential to remove the
industry’s dependence on manual
annotation of test data that are
created frame-by-frame, which is
both time-consuming and error-
prone.

“Currently, many players in the
autonomous vehicle field employ
an army of people to manually
annotate each frame of a video,
lidar point or radar return to
identify objects in the scene such
as other vehicles, pedestrians,
road markings and traffic signals
to create training data,” said Matt
Daley, RFpro managing director.
“This new approach from RFpro
provides a digital, cost-effective
way of creating the same data
completely error-free and 10,000
times quicker compared to manual
annotation, which takes around 30
minutes per frame with a 10%
error rate. This step-change will

ON THE FARM
How data farming is reducing 
the costs of large-scale simulation

enable deep learning to fulfil its
potential because it significantly
reduces the cost and time of
generating useful training data.”

The approach is called data
farming and can be compared
with render farming, which has
revolutionised the economics of
popular animation. It enables
users to build complete datasets
that cover the full vehicle system
where every sensor is simulated at
the same time. 

The data are synchronised
across all sensors, even with the
most complex hardware designs. 

This is essential where users 
are employing sensor fusion to
bring together data, for example
from multiple 8K HDR stereo
cameras, lidar and radar sensors 

at the same time.
Data farming is already being

used by tier-one supplier Denso. 
“Through RFpro’s data farming,

we can create an extensive
number of driving scenarios,
allowing the generation of very
large variations in scenes, all
through the investment in a single
platform,” said Francisco Eslava-
Medina, project manager at
Denso. “This allows us to quickly
and cost-effectively generate the
vast quantity of quality training
data that are essential for certain
product development phases of
computer vision technologies,
especially for neural networks for
our autonomous vehicle
technologies.”

The approach permits users to
start with even a single PC to
perform a complex simulation
involving multiple sensors. 

“Simulations don’t have to be
run in real time, offering
flexibility to the user around the
computing power required,” said
Daley. “For engineers, this puts it
within a typical departmental
budget, rather than requiring
senior approval. High-quality
training and test data are now far
more accessible.” 

Matt
Daley
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PRODUCTS

Two series of automotive-
grade, surface-mount alu-
minium electrolytic cap-
acitors from Vishay com-
bine voltages up to 450V
with operating tempera-
tures up to +125˚C and
useful life up to 6000
hours for automotive and
industrial applications.

The voltage range of the
BC Components 152
CME and 192 CTX series
capacitors provides de-
signers with flexibility,
while the high tempera-
ture capabilities and ex-
tended life increase
reliability for applications
in harsh environments.

As polarised capacitors
with a non-solid elec-
trolyte, the AEC-Q200
qualified devices are suit-
able for smoothing, filter-
ing and buffering in
power supplies and
portable chargers for
electric vehicles and in-
dustrial equipment.

They have capacitances
from 2.2 to 33µF in seven
case sizes from 10 by 10
by 10mm to 18 by 18 by
21mm.

Aluminium
capacitors

Dual converters from
Analog Devices can
lower EMI and feature
stackable-friendly output
current configurations.

The LT8650S, LT8652S
and LT8653S dual-chan-
nel 4, 8.5 and 2A syn-
chronous step-down
converters are for auto-

Dual converters lower EMI
motive, communications
and solid-state-drive
power supplies.

The proprietary Silent
Switcher 2 architecture
along with spread spec-
trum frequency modula-
tion ensures PCB layout
robustness to achieve low
EMI performance that
meets Cispr 25 emissions.

They have stackable-
friendly outputs for
higher current applica-
tions. Outputs can be par-
alleled to scale up or
down the output current
based on the system need
while optimising thermal
performance. This also
helps reduce inventory

and qualification time
with a single device.

For example, the
LT8652S provides 8.5A
DC from each channel
simultaneously or up to
12A on either channel.

Synchronising two
LT8652S chips can
achieve a four-phase, 34A
supply.

They have adjustable
and synchronisable fre-
quency from 300kHz to
3MHz.

The LT8650S comes in
a 4 by 6mm LQFN, the
LT8652S in a 4 by 7mm
LQFN and the LT8653S
in a 4 by 3mm LQFN
package.

P-channel mosfets from
Nexperia come in the ro-
bust, LFPak 56 Power-
SO8 package.

AEC-Q101 qualified
for automotive applica-
tions, they can replace
DPak mosfets, offering a
reduction in footprint of
over 50% while maintain-
ing performance levels.

The products are avail-
able in 30 to 60V, with
RDS(on) down to 10mΩ
at 30V.

The LFPak package has
a copper-clip structure
and has been used in de-
manding applications
such as automotive for al-
most 20 years. It is said to
be more reliable than re-

quired by the AEC stan-
dard, exceeding key reli-
ability test by 2x, while
increasing board level re-
liability due to the pack-
age construction.

Previously, only n-
channel devices have
been available in LFPak
packaging.

The devices target auto-
motive applications such
as reverse polarity protec-
tion and as a high side
switch for seat adjust-
ment, sun roof and win-
dow operation. They are
also suitable for industrial
applications such as 5G
base stations.

Mosfets halve footprint

Automotive-qualified
common-mode filters
(CMF) from ST Micro-
electronics are for high-
speed serial buses to
protect interface ICs by
integrating transient-sup-
pression diodes with low
clamping voltage.

The ECMF04-4HS-
M10Y and 4HSW-M10Y
have automotive surge
compliance guaranteed.
They are not only pro-
duced and qualified ac-
cording to AEC-Q101
requirements but are also
designed and tested
against automotive surge
specifics such as ISO
10605.

The filters replace dis-
crete common-mode
chokes or LTCC (low-
temperature co-fired ce-
ramic) devices that are
typically larger and pro-
vide no ESD protection.
For reliable functioning
of adas, they are placed
on high-speed data lines
for camera, radar, display,
multimedia and other
connections to prevent
interference with wire-
less-communications
equipment.

The 4HSM10Y has
2.2GHz differential band-
width to suppress com-
mon-mode noise on
HDMI 1.4, Mipi and con-
nections. Deep attenua-
tion, reaching -25dB at
900MHz and -14dB at
1.5GHz, prevents radi-

Filters protect interface ICs
ated noise from reducing
the sensitivity of cellular
and GPS antennas.

The wider 3.5GHz
bandwidth of the
4HSWM10Y extends the
application range to
LVDS, DisplayPort, USB
3.1 and HDMI 2.0 buses.

With -30dB attenuation at
2.4GHz and -16dB at
5.0GHz, it protects Blue-
tooth equipment and V2X
wifi antennas, as well as
cellular and GPS systems.

Both are in production
now in 2.6 by 1.35mm
QFN10L packages. They

have a 3.5mm2 footprint
and are 0.75mm high.

The ITV three-terminal,
surface mountable Li-ion
battery protectors from
Littelfuse guard against
damage caused by over-
current and overcharging.

The three-terminal fuse
design provides fast re-
sponse to interrupt the
charging or discharging
circuit before the battery
pack becomes over-
charged or overheated.

Available in five sur-
face-mount packages, the
product line is available

Li-ion fuses guard batteries
in current ratings of 12,
15, 30 and 45A.

An embedded fuse ele-
ment cuts off the circuit
when overcurrent issues
occur. A heater element,
directly embedded under
the fuse element, gener-

ates enough heat to blow
the fuse if overcharging is
detected by an IC or fet.

They can be used in e-
bikes and e-scooters and
for vehicle ecall systems,
as well as power tools,
robot appliances, uninter-
ruptable power supplies
and emergency radio.

A low internal resist-
ance reduces power loss.

They have UL and TÜV
certifications and are
RoHS compliant and
halogen-free.

The surface-mount ZF se-
ries of conductive poly-
mer hybrid aluminium
electrolytic capacitors
from Panasonic can en-

Hybrid electrolytic caps take heat
dure temperatures of
+150˚C for up to 1000
hours.

The capacitors have a
withstand voltage of 25 to
63V and a leakage current
of 0.01 CV or 3µA. The
nominal capacitance
range is 33 to 270µF.

Their AEC-Q200 quali-
fication ensures quality
and reliability and makes
the parts suitable for ap-
plications such as AC-DC
converters, DC links for

servo motor inverter
power supplies in robot-
ics, actuator sfor exhaust
systems, DC-DC convert-
ers in automotive trans-
mission control units, DC
links for motor inverter
power supplies in oil and
water pumps, or EPS
units.

Vibration-proof variants
are available for the entire
voltage and capacitance
range. The components
are RoHS compliant.
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With the Vera-P3 module,
U-Blox says it is reaf-
firming its commitment
to traffic safety by mak-
ing V2X more accessible.

Based on the firm’s
UBX-P3 V2X chip, the
module can put automo-
tive OEMs, tier-ones and
manufacturers of traffic
management infrastruc-
ture on a fast track to inte-
grating V2X technology
into their platforms and
deploying them commer-
cially.

It communicates via the
IEEE 802.11p wireless
standard, known as
DSRC in the USA and
ITS-G5 in Europe, to
connect vehicles with
each other and with road-
side infrastructure.

By seeing beyond the
line of sight, V2X lets ve-
hicles assist drivers in
dangerous situations, in
the event of slow traffic
ahead and by negotiating
complex intersections.

It can also play a role in
enabling lorry platooning.

Qualified for operation
from -40 to +105˚C, the
automotive grade product
complies with Wave and
Etsi ITS G5.

V2X module

A 750W regulated 48-to-
12V converter from Vicor
has a 97% peak effi-
ciency.

The DCM3717 lets au-
tomotive as well as data
centre and industrial users
deploy 48V power deliv-
ery for legacy 12V loads
while achieving power-
system size, weight and
efficiency benefits.

The device operates
from a 40 to 60V SELV
input, is non-isolated and
provides a regulated out-
put with a range of 10.0
to 13.5V, a continuous
power rating of 750W
and a peak efficiency of
97.3% in a 37 by 17 by
7.4mm surface-mount
converter housed in pack-
age (SM-chip).

Regulated 48V-to-12V
converter peaks at 97%

It supports the recent
Open Compute Project
(OCP) Open Rack v2.2
standard for distributed
48V server backplane ar-
chitectures and the
LV148 specification (48V
automotive standard) for
pure electric and hybrid
vehicles, providing a reg-
ulated 48-to-12V option
for downstream legacy

12V multiphase point-of-
load converters.

Those who do not re-
quire regulation of the
12V supply can use the
Vicor NBM2317, a 750W
non-regulated 48-to-12V
converter that is available
in a 23 by 17 by 7.4mm
SM-chip with 40% higher
power density and effi-
ciency at 97.5%.

A linear LED driver from
Rohm is for automotive
socket type LED lamp

applications such as rear
lamps, turn, fog and posi-
tion lamps, or daylight

running lamps (DRLs).
The BD18336NUF-M

has a monolithic design to
ensure stable lighting dur-
ing battery voltage drops
down to 9V.

The configurable cur-
rent bypass function stops
LEDs turning off and
keeps a minimum bright-
ness at all times, con-
tributing to driving safety.

A 3.0mm² package is
said to reduce the mount-
ing area by 30% com-
pared with conventional
products using external

circuitry, while providing
a high current output of
600mA.

Heat generated by the
LEDs is suppressed by an
integrated current de-rat-
ing function. The thermal
adjustable output current
limits the heat generated
by the LEDs, increasing
their lifetime, which
makes the LED driver
suitable for white as well
as red and yellow LEDs.

Consequently, it suits
exchangeable socket type
or modular lamps.

LED driver maintains stability

NXP has extended its
wireless MCU family
with devices featuring en-
hanced Bluetooth.

The KW39, 38 and 37
MCUs add Bluetooth 5.0
long-range and expanded
Bluetooth advertising
channels, while offering
seamless migration with
hardware, software and
tools compatibility with
the KW34, 35 and 36.

They let Bluetooth LE
devices communicate at
distances of more than
1.6km and increase the
amount of Bluetooth ad-
vertising channels and ad-
vertising data within the
Bluetooth standard.

They are for use with
automotive hardware and

MCU family extended with
enhanced Bluetooth capability

software, along with se-
rial communications with
Can-FD peripherals.

Applications include
keyless entry, sensors and
wireless on-board diag-
nostic functions.

The devices can achieve
-105dBM RX sensitivity
with LE-coded 125kbit/s
data rate, allowing for

connections in harsh en-
vironments and at ex-
tended distances. Other
RF figures include
-98dBm Bluetooth LE
sensitivity at 1Mbit/s;
-101dBm generic FSK at
250kbit/s sensitivity; and
+5dBm maximum trans-
mit output power to pro-
vide a link budget that

helps ensure long-range
communications and im-
munity to interference.

The radio supports up to
eight simultaneous con-
nections in a master-slave
combination, so multiple
authorised users can com-
municate with the device.

The data stream buffer
allows the capture of
radio parameters without
stalling processor or
DMA operations, en-
abling accurate measure-
ments for distance and
angle approximations.

Integrating the long-
range capability with
Bluetooth LE and generic
FSK radio, the MCUs
have AEC-Q100 grade
two qualifications.

The VN5620 from Vector
is a compact interface for
analysis, simulation and
testing for Automotive
Ethernet, Can and Can-
FD. Uses include Ether-
net monitoring, remain-
ing bus simulation, media
conversion and direct ac-
cess to individual ports.

Ethernet monitoring,
for example, ensures a

transparent connection
between two nodes with a
precise time stamp. Free
hardware configuration
options make it possible
for users to design an ex-
isting bus simulation with
Canoe Ethernet.

The interface also has
media conversion func-
tions and a data link be-
tween 100baseT1 and
1000baseT1 and the 100-
baseTX and 1000baseT
physical layer. Testers can
access each port individ-
ually. This makes it pos-

sible for the user to test
several identical systems
on a test bench and per-
form vehicle diagnostics.

The flexible configura-
tion options are to make it
easier for the user to han-
dle high data rates.
Testers can implement
different test require-
ments by connecting dif-
ferent segmentation types
together.

Saving configurations
on the VN5620 enables
device configurations to
be quickly restored.

Network interface suits Ethernet and Can
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Lattice Semiconductor
has launched the latest
version of its complete
stack for on-device AI
processing at the edge.

SensAI 3.0 includes
support for the
CrossLink-NX family of
FPGAs for low-power
smart vision applications
and features customised
convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) IP, a flexible
accelerator IP that simpli-
fies implementation of
common CNNs and is op-
timised to leverage the
parallel processing capa-
bilities of FPGAs.

This is for smart vision
applications in automo-
tive as well as in surveil-
lance, security, robotics
and computing markets.

The stack supports cus-
tomised CNN accelerator
IP running on a
CrossLink-NX FPGA

that takes advantage of
the underlying parallel
processing architecture of
the FPGA. Updates to the
NN compiler software
tool let developers com-
pile a trained NN model
and download it to an
FPGA.

A VGG-based object
counting demo operating
on a CrossLink-NX
FPGA delivers ten
frames-per-second while
consuming 200mW.

Object counting is a
common smart vision ap-
plication.

When running on a
CrossLink-NX FPGA,
the stack offers up to
2.5Mbit of distributed
memory and block ram
and additional DSP for
on-chip implementation
of AI workloads to reduce
the need for cloud-based
analytics.

Stack processes AI at edge

The FPGAs are made in
a 28nm FD-SoI process
that delivers a 75 per cent
reduction in power com-
parison with similar
FPGAs.

Many components –
images sensors, applica-
tions processors and so on
– used in smart vision
systems require support
for the Mipi IO standard.
One of the target applica-
tions for SensAI is smart
vision, and CrossLink-
NX devices deliver Mipi
IO speeds of up to
2.5Gbit/s. This makes

them suitable for applica-
tions requiring Mipi sup-
port.

The IOs provide in-
stant-on performance and
are able to configure
themselves in less than
3ms, with full-device
configuration in 8ms.

Previous versions sup-
ported the VGG and Mo-
bileNet v1 neural network
models. The latest version
adds support for the Mob-
ileNet v2, SSD and
ResNet models on the
Lattice ECP5 family of
general-purpose FPGAs.

DSpace’s production
code generator Tar-
getLink now supports the
Adaptive Autosar stan-
dard, the scope of which
will be expanded in the
coming months.

For agile development
processes in the automo-
tive industry, this ensures
that precise production
code required for future
Adaptive Autosar ECUs
can be generated.

In TargetLink 5.0, soft-
ware developers can de-
velop Adaptive Autosar
models and generate the
code required.

The focus of supporting
the standard is initially on
the model reuse of non-
and Classic Autosar mod-
els. This means users can
also use existing non- or
Classic Autosar models
for Adaptive Autosar with
TargetLink 5.0 and later.

Users can model Adap-
tive Autosar in the Tar-
getLink data dictionary in
the same way as Classic
Autosar, so modelling re-
mains easy.

Starting with the initial
release of Adaptive Au-

tosar, pre-releases of fu-
ture TargetLink versions
with Adaptive Autosar
support are now avail-
able. This lets users test
and evaluate the advan-
tages of the new function-
alities at an early stage of
development.

Once the preliminary
versions have been itera-
tively extended, the func-
tionalities for Adaptive
Autosar support will be
included in release 2020-
B in the autumn.

Since Release 2019-A,
DSpace has provided
Adaptive Autosar support
for SystemDesk. Sys-
temDesk allows wrap-
ping Classic Autosar
interfaces to Adaptive
Autosar interfaces. This
makes it possible to reuse
Classic Autosar software
components created with
TargetLink in an Adap-
tive Autosar ECU, under-
lining the consistency of
the Autosar tool chain.

Virtual Adaptive Au-
tosar ECUs can be tested
quickly and easily with
SystemDesk and Veos
simulation platform.

Generator supports
Adaptive Autosar

An automotive SoC for
entry-level rear-view
cameras has been intro-
duced by OmniVision
Technologies in a single,
0.635cm optical format
package.

The 1.3MP OX01E10
SoC integrates a 3µmn
image sensor and an
image signal processor
(ISP). It provides two on-
screen display overlay
layers for driver guide-
lines, as well as distortion
correction to straighten
any curved edges from
lenses with a wide view-
ing angle.

Its functional safety fea-
tures allow module
providers to create a sin-
gle platform for both the
viewing cameras and the
machine-vision applica-
tions that require Asil B,
while offering pin-to-pin
compatibility and design
reuse with the company’s
OX01F10 SoC for sur-
round view systems.

The device does not re-
quire a metal heat sink,
allowing for the use of
plastic camera module
bodies to reduce costs. By

integrating the image sen-
sor and ISP into a single
chip, designers can save
on both cost and space by
eliminating the second
PCB in typical two-chip
implementations.

Dual conversion gain
technology is used to
achieve a dynamic range
of 120dB with only two
captures, which reduces
motion artefacts while
lowering power con-
sumption and boosting
low-light performance.
Its integrated ISP further
enables better image
quality with lens chro-
matic aberration correc-
tion, noise reduction and
local tone mapping

The image sensor is
built on the PureCel Plus
pixel architecture.

Resolution is 1.3MP
and it has a 1340 x 1020
array size at 30fps. This
enables output flexibility
with both two-lane Mipi
and 10bit DVP interfaces.

The SoC is AEC-Q100
grade-two certified and
samples are available
now, with mass produc-
tion expected in Q3 2020.

SoC targets entry-level
rear-view cameras


